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Abstract
This deliverable presents a detailed list of the Web Data Use case requirements. It provides
a focused description of the M IGNIFY platform proposed by Internet Memory Research, with
emphasis on a set of services called pipes that allow to specify and execute workflows of web
data processing operators. Based on this description, the deliverable develops three types of
requirements: monitoring and performance evaluation, multi pipes execution and continuous
pipe execution. A testbed has been set up by IMR with the necessary software components to
evaluate the capacity of the ASAP platform to support these requirements.

1

Introduction

The present deliverable covers the requirements of the Web content use case. It is centered on
the set of services proposed by Internet Memory Research as part of the M IGNIFY platform
(http://mignify.com). They provide access to a large collection of contents extracted from
the Web, cleaned, annotated and indexed in a distributed infrastructure based on Hadoop components: HDFS (storage), HBase (primary indexing on URLs), MapReduce (Hadoop 1) and ElasticSearch (secondary indexing). The infrastructure and ingestion workflow have been described in
Deliverable 8.1, along with the main characteristics of the Web dataset.
We expose a list of requirements all focused on extending and enriching the public workflow
interface supplied by M IGNIFY, called pipes. M IGNIFY relies on Hadoop V1 to run MapReduce jobs, and this severely limits the workflows that can be expressed by pipes. In particular, iterative workflows, typical of data mining algorithms, cannot be obtained with MapReduce without a heavy programming effort. During the project we aim at exploring the capacities
of recent data processing engines, namely Flink (http://flink.apache.org) and Spark
(http://spark.apache.org) to extend pipes with iteration and fixpoint operators.
Based on this setting, the requirements can be divided in three main groups which can be
organized to fit in the ASAP project roadmap as follows:
• (R1) Requirement 1: monitoring the cost of pipes execution.
M IGNIFY proposes a public interface that lets customers specify and execute pipes on the
IMR Web collections. All pipes have to run concurrently in a single distributed infrastructure. It is essential to obtain a reliable estimation on the time frame of a pipe execution, in
order to report to our customer the expected delay to obtain the result.
4
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• (R2) Requirement 2: resource sharing and optimization for multi-pipes execution.
Internet Memory Research uses its own infrastructure to store data and execute pipes. Many
distributed softwares share the resources of this infrastructure, and even if we decide to
allocate a dedicated cluster to pipe execution, the problem of sharing the resources between
multiple pipes running concurrently remain. Based on the monitoring results (R1), we need
to come up with a scheduling module apt at allocating resources for pipes execution based
on the services constraints.
• (R3) Requirement 3: continuous pipe execution.
In the current setting, a customer explicitly requires the execution of a pipe. In many scenarios (e.g.; extraction of indicators from social sources) the pipe should run almost continuously on incoming new contents. We therefore need to study how this continuous subscription mechanism can be implemented in the context of a large set of concurrent workflows
execution.
These requirements can/should be examined in sequence and addressed one after the other
throughout the ASAP project development. Requirements R2 and R3 are somewhat independent
from one another, but both depend on R1.
The organization of the Deliverable is as follows. Section 2 first develops the concept of pipe
in M IGNIFY, and introduces the current user interface. Section 3 exposes the principles of pipe
extension that will be experimented during the project with modern distributed processing engines.
Suggested solutions based on either Flink or Spark are briefly introduced. Section 4 is devoted to
the requirements of our use case in the context of ASAP. Finally, Section 5 describes the test
platform which has been set up for ASAP experiments and cooperation with our partners.

2

Pipes in M IGNIFY

Figure 1 shows the current architecture of M IGNIFY, with emphasis on pipes definition and processing. Data is collected from the Web by a crawler, MemoryBot, designed to operate at large
scale, and stored in HBase, a persistent distributed data structure with indexing capabilities, apt at
managing very large datasets (TeraBytes or even PetaBytes).

2.1

Storing and indexing data

The ingestion process gets the raw documents supplied by the crawler, annotate documents with
extracted features, and insert them in HBase. Feature extraction operations are applied either to a
single document or to group of documents. Features (e.g., language of the document, MIME type,
keywords) are stored as meta-data in HBase along with the document itself.

5
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Figure 1: Current architecture of M IGNIFY (with focus on pipes)
We use those features to build a secondary index on the collection with ElasticSearch1 . Until
a recent version, the ElasticSearch index was used to obtain the list of documents ids, and an
additional access-by-id request was necessary to retrieve the document from HBase. For simplicity
and efficiency, we now also store in ElasticSearch the document itself. This means that all the
information necessary to index and process web content can now be obtained from ElasticSearch
without involving the other back-end components (HDFS, HBase) anymore. As a side effect, this
makes the architecture much simpler and understandable for our partners.
Thanks to ElasticSearch (which is essentially a distributed version of Lucene), resources can be
accessed via their unique identifier (combination of a URL and a timestamp), or through complex
queries expressing criteria over the features produced during the ingestion process. It is possible
for instance to query a collection by specifying a combination of language code, MIME type and
time range (”Give me all PDF documents in French collected during this period”).

2.2

Agents, queries, and pipes

The main interface proposed by M IGNIFY to access our Web collections is called pipe. A pipe
(Figure 1) consists of :
1. a query executed over the ElasticSearch index;
2. a workflow of so-called agents which take the query result set as input, and progressively
transform/annotate the elements of the result set.
1

http://www.elasticsearch.org
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Agents are, together with the ability to access a lage repository of cleaned Web content, the
main assets of the platform. They implement text mining operators such as:
• keyword extraction (most significant terms of the content);
• entity recognition (locations, events, names, etc.);
• entity disambiguation (link to an ontology such as Yago or DBpedia);
• sentiment analysis.
Many of these agents are implemented by encapsulating text mining functions from some wellknow open source library, e.g., Gate2 or LingPipe3 . An agent may also require some auxiliary
source (Figure 1) such as, for instance, an in-memory representation of an ontology for entity
disambiguation.
Pipes can be defined thanks to the M IGNIFY Web interface which is illustrated by Figures 2
and 3. Figure 2 shows the state of the UI after the definition of a query on the Forum collection.
It contains user generated contents published in the hundreds of thousands of forums crawled by
M IGNIFY. Several parameters can be set from the UI, including the maximal number of documents
taken from the full ranked list supplied by ElasticSearch, as well as the features that must be
incorporated in the result set (content, but also user, date, etc.)
The pipe also feature an initial agent which extracts named entities from the contents of the
result set. The workflow can progressively be extended by adding more agents. Figure 3 shows
the final required step when building a pipe: specifying the output channel. As a general principle,
the pipe is saved with a name and a unique pipe URI is produced. The pipe execution produces a
set of files (say, in JSON or XML), and the customer can access to these files via REST services
associated to the pipe URI.

2.3

Pipe execution

The user can request the execution of a pipe. A request id is returned and M IGNIFY, in the current
version, initiates a MapReduce job which is run asynchronously. The job consists of executing the
query as a distributed process running on ElasticSearch shards as input, followed by the application
of the workflow of agents to the documents extracted from the shards. This distributed execution
produces the pipe result (a large set of annotated resources) which is then packaged in container
files. Whenever the result is complete, a notification is sent to the user, along with the URL from
which container files can be retrieved.
2
3

http://gate.ac.uk
http://ir.exp.sis.pitt.edu/ne/lingpipe-2.4.0/
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Figure 2: Public interface of M IGNIFY (1)

3

Extending the expressivity of pipes

A pipe workflow appears to be quite limited in the set of operations that it can express. Basically,
only direct acyclic graphs of data flows can be represented. This motivates efforts to extend the
operators to a richer set, including in particular loops to allow the iterative construction of some
solution. We examine in this section how this can be achieved with new processing engines that
go far beyond the mere Hadoop’s V1 MapReduce operator.

3.1

Iterative workflows

If we compare with the operators from Pig latin [5] 4 for instance (Table 1), workflows in M IGNIFY
are built with the subset that excludes binary operators (i.e., join, cross, and cogroup). This
makes sense if we view pipes in M IGNIFY as specialized workflows for applying text mining
operators, but also shows that we cannot capture some very useful operators. It turns out that, in
particular, iteration is the key for covering many data mining tasks that would be quite relevant
and valuable.
One of the expectations of the M IGNIFY customers is indeed to be able to build an interpretation
model for the result set of a query, and then to apply on-the-fly the model to the very same result
4

http://pig.apache.org
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Figure 3: Public interface of M IGNIFY (2)
set.
This is illustrated by Figure 4. It shows a pipe that retrieves a result set, applies some documentlevel agents (Agent A on the Figure), and reaches a point where it becomes possible to mine the
annotated result set to learn some semantic information (say, the main topics in the result set, or
the identification of some graph structure, etc.). This requires the execution of a machine learning
agent (ML op on the Figure) which derives an interpretation model from the result set, and stores
this model as an auxiliary structure. The pipe can then proceed by interpreting the documents of
the result set with respect to the model. The whole machine learning process (model creation, and
model application) is integrated in a single workflow.
Such a pipe would be much more powerful than the current simple linear annotation workflows
currently handled by M IGNIFY. It would produce quite valuable derived information, enabling
M IGNIFY customers to run on-line machine learning on Web datasets, with large-scale execution
as a service
It is important to point out that building the model on-the-fly on the result set, and not as a
pre-processing step on a whole, stored, collection, is a key to an accurate interpretation of the
data mining result. Consider for instance a pipe that classifies forums content based on keywords
extraction. Identifying the relevant keywords implies the construction of a language model or topic
model. This cannot be done on a general collection of world-wide forums which mix contents in
all languages and related to all kinds of topics, whereas the pipe focuses on a forum subset defined
9
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foreach
filter
order
distinct
cogroup
cross
join
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Description
Apply one or several expression(s) to each of the input tuples.
Filter the input tuples with some criteria.
Order an input.
Remove duplicates from an input.
Associate two related groups from distinct inputs.
Cross product of two inputs.
Join of two inputs.
Table 1: List of Pig latin operators (excerpt)

Figure 4: Adding machine learning capabilities to pipes
by the initial query, which restricts for instance the language to French, and only gets content from
medicine-related sites. The integrated evaluation therefore leverages the value of the machinelearning process by focusing on the subset of interest to the customer.

3.2

Example: running a k-means clustering on result sets

We propose to design and evaluate the pipe extension with the concrete case of k-means clustering
based on salient keywords identified on-the-fly during the pipe execution. The workflow is depicted
in Figure 5 at a generic level. We will later on propose possible implementations with two modern
processing engines.
The pipe starts, as usual, with a result set extracted from the Web collections with an ElasticSearch query. One of the M IGNIFY agents extracts the term frequency (tf) from documents and
produces an annotated data set RS1. From RS1, another agent creates an auxiliary structure containing the inverse document frequency (idf). We are then ready to build the clustering model by
applying a k-means algorithm. It takes as input RS1, the idf table, and iteratively adjusts the set
10
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of centers. This requires to repeatedly scan RS1, as well as a fast access to the idf table. Once the
clusters centers are determined, a final ML agent (the classifier) produces clusters of the documents
in RS1 and outputs the final result.
Some comments are noteworthy.
1. Such a process, featuring repeated scans of an intermediate result, is definitely not supported
by a processing engine based on the MapReduce operator. It would be both cumbersome to
implement, and quite slow to execute.
2. The k-means example is just an instance of a more generic class of problems. We can
mention for instance topic modeling [2]: one of the M IGNIFY agents is an implementation
of the Latent Dirichlet Allocation [3] which produces, from a set of documents, a list of
”topics” represented by a term distribution. Classifying the documents by topics with a pipe
complies to the same process as the one illustrated above for k-means clustering
Implementation of iterations with MapReduce is a burden for the developer who must take
care of properly storing the result, and design a mechanism that takes as input, at each iteration,
the result produced during the previous phase.
Moreover, MapReduce relies on a checkpoint-based fault tolerance. This implies that all intermediate steps are materialized on disks. In this case (and in the case of iterative algorithms in
general), each iteration results in a write/read phase of the result, plus repeated disk reads of the
whole result set.
We aim at exploring the ability of modern distributed processing engines to support the execution of such extended pipes. Candidates of choice are Flink (http://flink.apache.
org, formerly Stratosphere [1]) and Spark [8] (http://spark.apache.org), two top-level
Apache projects.

Figure 5: A concrete example: a k-Means workflow

11
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Distributed processing engines: Flink / Spark

Both Flink and Spark support a set of high-level operators similar to those of Pig latin (see Table 1).
Most of these operators are second-order function that apply some User Defined Function (UDF)
to a data flow in a distributed environment. In our context, UDF are the M IGNIFY agents which
run text mining, document-level operations on textual content. A nice additional feature of Flink
is that it features two operators that greatly simplify the specification of iterative workflows 5 .
1. The I TERATE operator runs a loop over an input dataset, maintaining a partial solution at
each step.
2. The D ELTA I TERATE operator covers the case of incremental iterations which progressively
refine a solution. The situation is typical in Machine Learning algorithms.

Figure 6: Running the k-means example with Flink
As a result, the k-means pipe execution with Flink is illustrated by Figure 6. Yellow ovals
correspond to Flink operators, and brown ovals to M IGNIFY agents. Intermediate result sets are
shown as blue rectangles. The salient part is the k-means computation: it can simply be implemented with an application of the D ELTA I TERATE operator to the tf/idf annotated documents, and
produces the solution (a list of cluster centers) used to classify the documents.
Applying the classifier is just a matter of scanning a second time the web documents, with a
M AP operator that runs the classifier function for each document.
5

See http://flink.apache.org/docs/0.6-incubating/iterations.html for details.
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Figure 7: Running the k-means example with Spark
If we now turn to Spark (Figure 7), a quite similar execution workflow can be defined, with
a few notable differences. Spark is based on the concept of Resilient Data Set (RDD), which are
essentially intermediate results pinned in memory, with a fault tolerance method based on partial
re-computation. RDD can be made persistent (in memory as much as possible), or transient.
Figure 7 shows our k-means workflow with one transient RDD (the initial query result), all other
RDD being persistent, at least during a part of the workflow execution timeframe (the idf table for
instance can be flushed once the k-means operators is finished.)
Spark does not natively support iteration. This means that the burden of implementing a fixpoint computation for machine learning algorithms remains. In our context, this is a limitation,
although we can expect that the current community activity around Spark will eventually result in
additional functionalities that would match those of Flink in this respect.
This means that we have to manually encode the iteration step for the k-means solution, and
may result in a sub-optimal implementation for the management of intermediate results, as suggested with some preliminary studies conducted with the TUB team that leads the development of
Flink. Ease of implementation, and thus cost of maintenance, is an important criteria to assess the
industrial strength of a solution. Conducting a comparison of those engines as part of ASAP would
probably prove to be an interesting study, fully in line with the project’s objectives.

4

Use Case Requirements

We now detail the requirements of the use case. We first expose functional requirements and then
devote a short sub-section to non-functional requirements (scalability and usability aspects).

13
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Pipes monitoring

At the moment we can hardly estimate the resources needed by a pipe, nor can we anticipate the
time it will take until completion. This is a major concern because this greatly impacts our ability
to faithfully obtain the cost of a pipe execution, in order to expose this cost to our customers. The
problem involves several aspects which must all be considered together.
• Cost of queries. Each pipe starts with a query evaluation with ElasticSearch. The pipe
interface lets the customer define the number of documents that must be processed by a pipe
(i.e., ”process only the Top-10000 documents of the ranked result”). Although this part does
not seem to be significant with respect to the rest of the workflow evaluation, this remains to
be confirmed.
• Cost of workflows. A pipe is executed as a graph of second-order operators. We should
be able to evaluate, at a global (workflow) level, the behavior of these operators. This is
particularly important for iteration based operations.
• Cost of agents. Finally, an agent (M IGNIFY) operates at the document level, and mostly
apply some text mining method. This turns out to be the most costly part in some cases, and
even sometimes prevent the agent to be applied at large scale due to its lack of efficiency.
We made a study to evaluate the resources (time and space) consumption of our main agents:
(A) Text normalization
(B) Tf extraction
(C) Topic extraction (based on language model)
(D) Microformats (MF) and micro-data (MD),
(E) Entity recognition (Agent Aida, based on Yago6 )
The following table shows the average cost of processing each agent per document, and the
overall cost of running a pipe that linearly applies agents A to D (entity disambiguation is discussed
separately). It should be underlined that the figures result from important optimization efforts in
order to achieve the best possible performance, as each additional millisecond has a strong impact
when processing millions of documents. The whole workflow takes on average less than 100ms
for a single resource.
Agent
Cost
6

(A)
18 ms

(B)
17 ms

(C)
40 ms

(D)
16 ms

Total
91 ms

http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/departments/databases-and-information-systems/research/yago-naga/aida/
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This translates to processing, on a single processor, 10 documents per sec., 864,000 per day
and 6M per week. Distributed over several processors and computers, this scales linearly. Entity
disambiguation is an issue. At the time of writing, optimizations are still in progress. The performance of the entity extraction is currently a few seconds (2-3), with a high standard variance:
complex and large documents are much more costly to process.
Those figures constitute the baseline upon which we can build a reliable cost model. We need a
sound methodology to produce performance indicators for each agent, so as to create and maintain
a reference table.
Requirement 1.1. Define and implement a methodology to obtain a reliable estimation of the CPU
cost (per document, possibly parameterized by document size and type) of agents.
The memory consumption is another concern that needs to be addressed. In general, agent
process documents, and the memory usage is roughly proportional to the document size which
can be known from the repository statistics. Here again, entity disambiguation distinguishes by the
need to maintain an in-memory representation of an ontology. In the case of Yago for instance, this
requires a PostgreSQL database containing Yago whose footprint is almost 4 GB. For this specific
case, we use SSDs to avoid allocating a large part of our servers memory to the disambiguation
agents. Being able to know in advance the memory requirements, and to model memory usage, is
therefore part of the monitoring requirements.
Requirement 1.2. Define and implement a methodology to model memory usage (per document,
possibly parameterized by document size and type) for the M IGNIFY agents.
Regarding the workflow second-order operators, we are mostly interested by iterative algorithms in general, and machine-learning model construction in particular. We need to obtain performance assessments for the following techniques
1. k-means based on tf.idf;
2. LDA topic model.
IMR already implemented the agents to execute these functions. We must incorporate them in
a distributed processing engine and test their performance. We plan to proceed with Flink, but a
comparison with Spark in the context of ASAP would be quite valuable.
Requirement 1.3. Evaluate iterative machine learning algorithms (k-means and LDA) with Flink,
and possibly Spark.

4.2

Multi-pipes execution

Hadoop V1 is a monolithic platform which is able to run one MapReduce job at a time. This
constitutes a quite severe limitation in a context where many concurrent pipes can be submitted to
15
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the system. Moreover, we do not dispose in the moment of a mean to determine a scheduling of
pipes based on their expected performance (e.g., a pipe that would complete in 10 mns may have
to wait for 2 days before being assigned an execution slot).
We plan to design a solution to set-up a general scheduler that will distribute and optimize
a multi-pipes portfolio. We expect to benefit from the meta-services of the ASAP platform to
estimate the costs and resources usages of a pipe. Based on this estimation we should be able
to schedule the execution of multiple pipes concurrently by allocating bounded resources to each
pipe.
The design of such a scheduler should be inspired by some existing cloud management platforms like Mesos [4] and Yarn [7]. We investigated both solutions, and it seems that Yarn is
a resource sharing system which only manages softwares belonging to the Hadoop ecosystem.
Mesos does not seem to present this limitation. The ASAP scheduler should not be limited to a
single execution platform (e.g., Hadoop) and should allow the specification of a software ecosystem sharing the resources of a cloud infrastructure. At the very least, we should be able to declare
the distributed indexing mechanism that we use in the moment (ElasticSearch) and the distributed
crawler developed and used by Internet Memory (MemoryBot).
Requirement 2.1. ASAP must include a resource management and scheduling platform for sharing
our cluster’s resources. Must take in consideration distributed applications beyond the Hadoop
ecosystem (e.g., ElasticSearch, MemoryBot).
Based on the expected performance and resource utilization of pipes (see the requirements
above), we need to come up with a scheduling that ensures an optimal or near-optimal solution
to execute a portfolio of pipes with respect to a list of constraints which together define a Service
Level Agreement (SLA) for M IGNIFY.
The cost of running a pipe in M IGNIFY is expressed in MCUs (Mignify Computing Units). This
cost is currently the sum of a fixed cost based on the number of documents processed by the pipe
and a variable cost which depends on the ”price” of each agent involved in the pipe. This price in
turn is determined, more or less accurately, by considering both the resource consumption of the
agent and the added value it brings to the information set built by the pipe. Informally speaking, an
agent that merely finds the language of some content has less added value than an agent that finds
and disambiguates all the named entities.
So far, a pipe runs as a MapReduce job in the cluster, and all pipes benefit from the same
computing and storage resources. If we can estimate in advance the pipe resource consumption
and completion time, it becomes possible to propose to our customers several possible SLAs, each
associated with a specific cost. The lower the cost of a SLA, the lower the priority of a pipe.
Requirement 2.2. Design a scheduling algorithm for pipes which automatically determines an
allocation plan that satisfies the M IGNIFY SLA.
Note that Requirement 2.2 implies an automatic evaluation of the resources needed by a pipe
given the constraints associated to the MCU cost. This is not possible with state-of-the-art solutions
(e.g., Yarn or Mesos, previously mentioned) which both require a manual input of this information.
16
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We cannot afford a manual estimation for each pipe, and thus current solutions do no scale to
the expected submission rate of pipes in M IGNIFY (see Subsection 4.3). If the requirement can
be satisfied by ASAP, this will constitute a distinctive advantage for M IGNIFY in particular, and
subscription platforms similar to M IGNIFY in general.

4.3

Continuous pipe execution

The final set of requirements pertains to continuous execution of pipes. The current state of
M IGNIFY requires an explicit triggering of a pipe execution. Although pipes are able to run a
delta-computation that only considers the documents newly collected with respect to the previous
execution, they do not self-decide on the appropriate moment to run themselves. Relying on a
human decision jeopardizes the ability of the system to provide timely results.
We therefore target an evolution of the pipe mechanism to enable a publication/subscription
system. A publication event in this context is the insertion of a new document matching the pipe’s
query; a subscription is the production of the pipe output when applied to the delta result. This
gives rise to the following challenges:
1. Detecting that a new document matches one or several pipe queries.
2. Delta computation of the result.
3. Execution strategy for delta computation: distributed or local?
The first issue is well known in the context of pub/sub system, and essentially relies on an
indexing of queries to match incoming events against an efficient structure. The second issue is
easy for document-level agents, but intricate when it comes to maintain a result based on some
aggregation step. Typically, models produced for machine learning tasks evolve as new data is
fed to the system. Maintaining k-means centroids, or a topic-model built by LDA, as the dataset
continuously evolves, is a challenging problem.
The final issue can be related to the volume for which a distributed execution becomes relevant.
We expect that in many cases, a local computation of pipes applied to the delta result will do the
job. This can be clarified by considering the cost model for pipes developed to answer earlier
requirements.
Requirement 3.1. Design a pub/sub extension of M IGNIFY based on continuous pipe execution.

4.4

Non functional requirements

We conclude with a list of non-functional requirement which mostly address the usability and
scalability of the use case.
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Visualization
The visualization components currently under development in WP 6 constitute important potential
assets for the use case. Of particular interest are the charts devoted to time series data [6] that
could be coupled with continuous pipe execution to monitor the evolution of topics and display the
sentiment associated with a given entity in social web exchanges.
Monitoring
There is no means for end user now inspect the progress of pipes as they are running. Given that a
pipe execution can span, in the worse case, several days, this leaves customers in the dark during
a significant period regarding the scope of the data which is processed and the accuracy/quality of
the result. The platform would therefore strongly benefit from a continuous monitoring, yielding
indicators and clues on the forthcoming result. A promising approach is to provides such inadvance estimations based on samples drawn from the input datasets.
Scalability
At the time of writing, M IGNIFY maintains a catalog of more than 700,000 active sources from
which web pages are constantly crawled. Wrappers associated to these sources extract structured
content and publish this content, indexed, in ElasticSearch as input to pipes execution. The crawler
collects approximately 5M of web ressources per month for these sources (feeds, web content
referred to by feeds, and linked web pages up to a small number of hops for discovery purposes).
Since we constantly enrich the catalog with new sources, we expect to reach, during the course of
ASAP, in the order of 10 millions of sources and about 50 millions of web content crawled and
indexed every month. ASAP should therefore be apt at dealing efficiently with several Billions of
indexed ressources.
Regarding scalability requirements for pipes and multi-pipes execution, the following figures
can be anticipated. Each pipe is allowed to retrieve up to 1M resources from ElasticSearch (this
limit might change in the future). IMR agents are designed to process one resource in less than one
second on average. A rule of thumb for this choice is that, by allocating 10 machines to execute a
pipe in parallel, the result should be available in less than one day. The customer might choose to
process less resources from ranked ElasticSearch result. S/he might also choose to allocate more
or less machines to the job, depending on the expected business value of the result.
Our goal is to be able to evaluate the capacity of ASAP to manage concurrently up to 100 pipes
running in parallel, and processing a number of resources on the order of 100 M per day. The
number of machines that can be allocated to the pipe execution cluster in this scenario is 120. This
corresponds to a linear scalability of the current performance, with the strong additional constraint
that pipes should run in parallel and exploit optimally the resources.
Experiments at a smaller scale have to be carried out. The testbed described in the next section
provides a small but representative infrastructure similar to the large scale setting envisaged above.
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Test platform

We briefly describe in this section the test platform which has been installed on a dedicated cluster
at Internet memory, and opened to our partners.

5.1

The test cluster

We installed a small cluster for tests and experimentations, with a 1TB collection. The cluster will
be extended during the last year of the project to test for scalability. The cluster initially consists of
5 machines, with 4 cores CPU Intel(R) 2.90GHz processor, 2 x 4TB SSHD of storage, and 16GB
of RAM.
We installed the following softwares:
• OS: Debian 6.0.10 (”squeeze”)
• Java: 1.7.0 55
• Hadoop: V2.0.0 in CDH4.6.0.
• HBase: V0.94.15 in CDH4.6.0
• Elasticsearch: V1.4.1
• Flink, V0.8
• Spark, V1.2.0
The collection consists of a large of European News site, periodically crawled from the Web.
It contains approximately 28,913,436 documents, 500 GB of data at the beginning of the project,
constantly increasing, indexed with ElasticSearch.
Access to the cluster is granted via SSH; we provide SSH keys to our partners whenever required.

5.2

M IGNIFY agents and workflow

A simplifier version of M IGNIFY has been created and installed on the cluster for testing purposes.
We also provide sample code packaged as a Maven project. All the dependencies for agents and
text mining libraries are defined in the maven specification file, and access to the maven IMR
repository to download the necessary Java files. in particular:
• TermVectorExtractorSample demonstrates the whole procedure to instantiate, initialize, execute and finalize agents by using term vector extractor as example.
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• NamedEntityRecognitionSample is another sample demonstrating named entity extraction from plain texts.
Since each M IGNIFY agent is packaged as a Maven module, partners can easily embed an agent
in Java code (for example, to execute agents within a Flink or Spark workflow) by adding Maven
modules of agent as dependencies of a new project.
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